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A personal and wide-ranging history of America's unofficial
national gamefish. This lively narrative describes the author's
dedication to the preservation of the striped bass as well as his
effort to expose the chicanery of politicians who fought to defeat
management bills designs to save the fish. Hard bound with
jacket In the long and rich history of saltwater fishing, few
species are as close to the hearts of anglers as the mighty striped
bass. More than two dozen of the best striper anglers and writers
from On The Water magazine tell you how, where and when to
catch this storied gamefish. Also included are insights into the
culture and personalities that make striper fishing a lifelong
pursuit for many along the beaches and rocky ledges, and in the
rips off coastal New England. From the quiet back bays to the
pounding surf, fishing writer and videographer, John Skinner,
takes the reader along on a relentless pursuit of striped bass from
the shore. With his trademark writing style that makes readers
feel as though they're standing at the water's edge, Skinner cuts
through the complexity of choosing and presenting the various
lure styles while processing the interaction of weather and water
conditions that impact baitfish movements and game fish
behavior. In portions of the book focused on hunting the largest
stripers, Skinner goes beyond the artificials arsenal to take an in-
depth look at fishing with live and rigged eels. Chapters are
dedicated to fluke and false albacore fishing as well. The book is
enhanced by videos organized by chapter on the book's
companion website, StriperPursuit.com. This is an eye-opening
account of the black market striped bass industry, and a vivid
portrayal of one man's fishing addiction that contributed to it.
With chapters like "The Full Moon Beckons Like a Crack Pipe",
the reader is drawn into the world of obsessive striped bass
fishing and this angler's eventual descent into the underground
market to support the ever-growing expenses of his fishing



habit. But it's the striped bass as a species that suffers the most
as stocks are once again pushed into decline. -John Skinner,
Noreast.com, author of _A Season on the Edge_ Caught is a
nervy, quotable, important expose, full of lively anecdotes,
marginal colorful characters... -Joan Baum, NPR A novel that is
not like a novel. It’s about one old and one novice fishermen and
a young women. They are talking about the details of surf
fishing for striped bass, a striped bass tagging program,
government data on the “catch” and the recent story of a world
record striper. The women goes and comes back to unite her
striped bass story with the two fishermen. While the two
fishermen slouch in the surf, she is try to save the species in
California. Who get the water is critical. A moving tribute to the
striped bass and the hardy men who fish for them. A book that
reveals the untold story of one of Long Island's most
controversial and eccentric striped bass fishermen. "Night Tides"
is as much a tale of nature's gifts too often taken-for-granted, as
it is one of blinding individual obsession. “The Big One is to
competitive fishing what Friday Night Lights was to high school
football.” —News & Record (Greensboro) A Forbes Best Sports
Book of the Year Published to rave reviews in hardcover and
purchased by DreamWorks in a major film deal, The Big One is
a spellbinding and richly atmospheric work by a Pulitzer
Prize–winning journalist. Here is the story of a
community—Martha’s Vineyard, Massachusetts—and a
sporting event—the island’s legendary Striped Bass and
Bluefish Derby—that is rendered with the same depth, color,
and emotional power of the best fiction. Among the characters,
we meet: Dick Hathaway, a crotchety legend who once caught a
bluefish from a helicopter and was ultimately banned for
cheating; Janet Messineo, a recovering alcoholic who says that
striped bass saved her life; Buddy Vanderhoop, a boastful



Native American charter captain who guides celebrity anglers
like Keith Richards and Spike Lee; and Wyatt Jenkinson, a nine-
year-old fishing fanatic whose mother is battling brain cancer.
At the center of it all is five-time winner Lev Wlodyka, a cagey
local whose next fish will spark a storm of controversy and
throw the tournament into turmoil. “The Big One is a rollicking
true story of a grand American obsession. You don’t have to be
a fisherman to relish David Kinney’s marvelous account of the
annual striper madness on Martha’s Vineyard, or his
unforgettable portraits of the possessed. It’s a fine piece of
journalism, rich with color and suspense.” —Carl Hiaasen, New
York Times–bestselling author When populations of striped bass
began plummeting in the early 1980s, author and fisherman
Dick Russell was there to lead an Atlantic coast conservation
campaign that resulted in one of the most remarkable wildlife
comebacks in the history of fisheries. As any avid fisherman will
tell you, the striped bass has long been a favorite at the
American dinner table; in fact, we've been feasting on the fish
from the time of the Pilgrims. By 1980 that feasting had turned
to overfishing by commercial fishing interests. Striper Wars is
Dick Russell's inspiring account of the people and events
responsible for the successful preservation of one of America's
favorite fish and of what has happened since. Striper Wars is a
tale replete with heroes--and some villains--as the struggle to
save the striper migrated down the coast from Massachusetts to
Maryland. Russell introduces us to a postman at arms against a
burly trap-net fisherman, a renowned state governor caving to
special interests, and a fishing-tackle maker fighting alongside
marine biologists. And he describes how champions of this
singular fish blocked power plants and New York's Westway
Project that would otherwise compromise its habitat.
Unfortunately, those who cheered the triumphant ending to the



campaign, as the coastal states enacted measures that enabled
the striped bass to make its comeback, have found the peace
transitory--there is now a new enemy emerging on the front. In
recent years a chronic bacterial disease has struck more than
seventy percent of the striped bass population in the primary
spawning waters of the Chesapeake Bay. Malnutrition seems to
be a significant factor, brought on by the same overfishing that
plagued the bass in the first battle--only this time, the
overfishing is devastating menhaden, the silvery little fish upon
which the bass feed. Lessons learned during the first
conservation battle are being applied here, highlighting a need
for a whole new ecosystem-based approach to conserving
species. Only with constant vigilance by concerned citizens,
Dick Russell reminds us, can environmental victories be
sustained. This particular fish story is a personal one for him,
and he follows the striper's saga today all the way to California,
where the fish was introduced in 1879 and where agribusiness
now threatens its future. For his conservation work during the
1980s Russell received a citizen's Chevron Conservation Award.
This is the fishing book every game fisher should have!
ISLAND STRIPERS is a result of the author's 45 years of
fishing Block Island's waters and his offered contentions
supported by science. This effort is filled with insights into its
history and unique geology, its tides and currents, early native
fishing, updates in striper biology and evolution, detailed day
and night, surf and boat angling, striper diseases, major action
spots and techniques, popular baits, recent record-breaking fish,
fly and surf fishing interviews, forage species, various tagging
agencies, results of his striper tagging, vessels used, and much,
much more.... Early in 2012 he was selected for induction into
the IGFA's World Fishing Hall of Fame, a result of his career
tagging nearly 60,000 documented game fish for science, thanks



to help from clients and friends. Of these 43,000 were striped
bass for the American Littoral Society (ALS), the remainder for
the National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS), which included
bluefin tuna, various billfish and shark species. Back in 2011
SPORTFISHING magazine commenced their annual Making A
Difference (MAD) Campaign, to identify fifty individuals
nationwide who made significant contributions to sport fishing.
Capt. Al Anderson was announced as one of their five winners.
He is a well-known New England charter skipper, author,
lecturer and conservationist, long recognized for his ethic of
marking game fish for science. The latest book from the author
of Black Spruce Stream, an Amazon BestsellerMaine to
Montauk chronicles the author's life and pursuit of Striped Bass
along the Atlantic coast over six decades, complete with all the
entertaining stories, adventures, and characters he's met and
befriended along the way.The definitive book for those who love
to pursue this magnificent gamefish, told as only a legendary
fisherman such as Burns can tell. As David DiBenedetto, author
of On the Run: An Angler's Journey Down the Striper Coast
notes, Brad is "equal parts diehard angler and devoted
conservationist, with a passion for the fish that unites us all."
Burns is known for his detailed and meticulous fishing logs,
which imbues the book with the substance to talk authoritatively
about the species decline and the hope for the future.
Experiments were conducted to determine the effect of abrupt
temperature and salinity changes on adult and juvenile striped
bass (Roccus saxatilis) and American shad (Alosa sapidissima).
Transfers were made at specific temperature and salinity
differences over the range 45° to 80° F. and 0 to 35°/00. Adult
and juvenile striped bass were tolerant to transfers between salt
and fresh water at most temperature differences. Adult shad
were tolerant to transfers from fresh to salt water and displayed



some tolerance to transfers from salt to fresh water at limited
temperature differences. Juvenile shad survived salinity and
temperature differences from salt to fresh water, but did not
survive these differences from fresh to salt water. NEW YORK
TIMES BESTSELLER • In the eighth book in The Iron Druid
Chronicles, two-thousand-year-old Druid Atticus O’Sullivan
faces the clan of vampires who have been bent on destroying
him—including Leif, his former best friend turned enemy. When
a Druid lives as long as Atticus does, he’s bound to run afoul of
a few vampires—make that legions of them. Even his former
friend and legal counsel turned out to be a bloodsucking
backstabber. Now the toothy troublemakers—led by power-mad
pain-in-the-neck Theophilus—are no longer content to live
undead and let live. Atticus needs to make a point—and drive it
into a vampire’s heart. As always, Atticus wouldn’t mind a little
backup. But his allies have problems of their own. Ornery
archdruid Owen Kennedy is having a wee bit of troll trouble:
Turns out when you stiff a troll, it’s not water under the bridge.
Meanwhile, Granuaile is desperate to free herself of the Norse
god Loki’s mark and elude his powers of divination—a quest
that will bring her face-to-face with several Slavic nightmares.
As Atticus globe-trots to stop his vampire nemesis, the journey
leads to Rome. What better place to end an immortal than the
Eternal City? But poetic justice won’t come without a price: In
order to defeat Theophilus, Atticus may have to lose an old
friend. Don’t miss any of The Iron Druid Chronicles:
HOUNDED | HEXED | HAMMERED | TRICKED | TRAPPED
| HUNTED | SHATTERED | STAKED | SCOURGED |
BESIEGED How many striped bass of 60 pounds or more have
you heard about? How about 70 pounds? Read the passion,
dedication and plain luck to be at the right place and time. You
cant plan on catching one of these giants but you can read why



planning was important. Fishermen wrote these stories, about
their feelings, the problems, the what if , the biggest one lost,
200 pounds of bass and.. You will wish you were there! These
are precious stories because you cant find many of these
fishermen and women. Some have passed on, many have
moved, others are just lost in the big cities or elsewhere. With so
few big bass anglers found and so few big bass caught, it is truly
a rare event to have the true stories from the fishermen who
caught these giants. These are the best striper anglers from boat,
surf or jetty; it was their livelihood. All of them and all others in
60+ pound class are listed in the book. Some of them have
disclosed the secrets they used to catch their record striped bass.
It took decades of experience to find these gems. Use them
yourself. T.C. Associates, Box 351, West Point, PA. 19486
email: tchecko@msn.com Lifelong fisherman and author Bill
Sisson takes us on a journey to fish the finest striped bass waters
along the Atlantic coast. This is the story of America’s beloved
saltwater sport fish and the millions of anglers who pursue them.
Drawing on three decades of notebooks full of observations and
interviews, as well as hundreds of hours spent pursuing the
“striper,” “linesider,” or “rockfish”—as they are known
regionally—through each season, from spring through late fall.
The essays and photographs illuminate the fish through these
seasons and highlight their pursuit from the surf and boats, day
and night. Accompanying essays, or fish tales, are told in
Sisson’s unmistakably authentic voice and share stories of
history, the seasons, and friendships. These tales transport us
from the Gulf of Maine to Albemarle Sound in North Carolina,
and from the Chesapeake Bay to Montauk, the Jersey Shore,
Martha’s Vineyard, and Cape Cod. Each autumn, one of nature's
most magnificent dramas plays out when striped bass undertake
a journey, from the northeastern United States to the Outer



Banks of North Carolina, in search of food and warmer seas.
Writer and angler David DiBenedetto followed this great
migration -- the fall run -- for three months in the autumn of
2001. On the Run offers vivid portrayals of the zany and
obsessive characters DiBenedetto met on his travels -- including
the country's most daring fisherman, an underwater
videographer who chucked his corporate job in favor of filming
striped bass, and the reclusive angler who claims that catching
the world-record striper in 1982 sent his life into a tailspin.
Along his route, DiBenedetto also delves into the natural history
and biology of this great game fish, and depicts the colorful
cultures of the seaside communities where the striped bass
reigns supreme. It's the first day of school, and Camilla
discovers that she is covered from head to toe in stripes, then
polka-dots, and any other pattern spoken aloud! With a little
help, she learns the secret of accepting her true self, in spite of
her peculiar ailment.
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